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The third part of the action RPG series from the development team behind games such as FINAL
FANTASY XII and XIV and Theatrhythm Final Fantasy. The world of Deltaria has fallen silent after a

great catastrophe. Now, the fate of the world hangs in the balance of the conflict between the
Eternals and the Doorkeepers. Amidst the battle between these powerful forces, the goddess of the

moon, Solaire, stands alone. Answering the call for help to protect the fragile peace between the
Eternals and the Doorkeepers, she raises the Eternals from the darkness to confront the threats that
threaten the land. The lands beyond the frontiers between Solaire and the forces of the Eternals lie

in a world filled with wonder. Sail throughout the land in a ship, explore through dungeons or
become a powerful warlord to pave the way for your destiny. You’re the hero of the fantasy world.

Create your own character, navigate the world and take part in a grand adventure. Key Features: 1.
Powerful Story The world of Deltaria has fallen silent after a great catastrophe. Now, the fate of the
world hangs in the balance of the conflict between the Eternals and the Doorkeepers. Amidst the

battle between these powerful forces, the goddess of the moon, Solaire, stands alone. Answering the
call for help to protect the fragile peace between the Eternals and the Doorkeepers, she raises the
Eternals from the darkness to confront the threats that threaten the land. 2. Unlimited and Easy

Customization In addition to customizing the appearance of your character, you can freely combine
the weapons, armor, and magic that you equip. You can develop your character according to your

play style, such as increasing your muscle strength to become a strong warrior, or mastering magic.
3. Surprises at Every Turn - Exploration: Explore the Land of Erivia in various dungeons through a

random encounter system. Search for hidden treasure or solve puzzles to unlock new areas. -
Diversion: Immerse yourself in a battle that you’ve always wanted to experience. - Breakthrough:

Through a variety of dungeons, venture into a variety of areas. 4. Masterful Adaptive AI – Party
formation: Establish new party members or exchange them. Depending on the character type, the AI

level of your

Features Key:
Rise, Tarnished... a Fantasy Action RPG Start a new story in the Lands Between, take on an ancient

dragon and go on a journey to become an Elden Lord, choose your own story and play the adventure
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alone or with a group of players.
Three different playing styles Play the action RPG, focusing on combat with your friends, slay wave

after wave of fierce monsters and defeat hordes of enemies by stacking the most powerful weapons,
take a more challenging approach to the strategy RPG, becoming a hardened warrior to protect your
home or take on massive groups of enemies with special abilities, or enjoy a lighthearted RPG filled

with moments of chivalry as you liberate a small village and raise its people to greatness.
Customize Your Own Role & Choose Your Hero Become a strong warrior or an expert in magic,

change your name and appearance to your heart's content, shape your own destiny by shaping your
Hero's Personality and Appearance, from the mood, party, and battle attributes to the Aura and

Weapon Strengths.
Online Playthat Loosely ConnectsYou to Others Online versions of daily quests, dungeons, events,

and the server relationship.
Search for the Elden Ring Effect Items on Profiles

Play the Fantasy Action RPG alone or with a group

Conquering enemies in the online version of dungeons
Forming a party with all 5 members in unison
Lead a group of up to 4 characters and sharing Aura/Magic/Food cards (new feature)
Setting against strong enemies up to 6 times a day
Ruling over the active skill effect in combat, increasing the damage dealt to monsters or taking their
skills
Connecting to friends in Second Life, Maho, and social media and arranging a shared Character
Sheets

Play Everyday with Your Friends

Adventure together in an asynchronous online version of daily quests
Share the exchange of items with your friends on TalkCraft
Share skills, Aura, and Food cards by calling friends
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